
From: Wm. Mitchell Masters
To: Anna Grotans
Cc: Vankeerbergen, Bernadette; Williams, Valarie
Subject: A&H2 Feedback on Yiddish minor
Date: Sunday, April 24, 2011 5:21:12 PM

Hi, Anna -

Our subcommittee looked over the Yiddish minor last Wednesday (sorry it's taken
me so long to get to this).  We thought it was in pretty good shape and voted
unanimously to move it on to the full CCI, but we would like you to update the
minor with a few corrections and clarifications before it goes onward.

*       The updated letter from you chair letter needs to be uploaded.  (The
proposal has the old version.)

*       ?Yiddish Undergraduate Courses?: Add H to 4998 (last line of right
column); add H to 4999 (very last line).

*       ?Proposed Yiddish Minor?: 

o        Typo: first line: should say ?courses at the 2000 level? 
o        Change the core courses, 401, 402, and 630, to 4401, 4402, and
5603.
o        Linguistic Core: ?Choose 2 from the following list?: Does this
really make sense?  The committee thought students would probably
need to take 401 before taking 402., and probably also need this course
before taking 603.  If this is true, the only choice is between 402 and
630.   (Of course, all of these courses need to have their new numbers.)
o        Yiddish 5671 should probably be added to electives.
o        Question: should 4998, 4999 (H), and 5798 be added in the list
of electives?

*       Upload the quarter advising sheet that is currently on ASCCAS website (
http://ascnet.osu.edu/global/shared/major_minors/Yiddish%20Minor%2011-09-
10B.pdf ).

*       Transition plan: Third paragraph: ?Yiddish 1101 is offered only in the
autumn, 1102 in the winter, and 1103 in the spring.? Replace with, ?Currently
under quarters, Yiddish 101 is offered only in the autumn, 102 in the winter,
and 103 in the spring.? Next sentence: ?In the 2012/13 academic year only,
we will also offer Yiddish 1103 in the autumn.?  Replace with, ?Under
semesters, starting in the 2012/13 academic year, we will offer Yiddish 1101
and 1103 in the autumn and Yiddish 1102 in the spring.? 

I hope all of the above is clear.  Val Williams will have to re-do her letter, since it
mentions typos in the courses in the proposed minor that you will have corrected
(401, 402, 603 should be 4401, 4402, and 5603).  She said she will do this.  If you
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have any questions, please let me or her know.

Sincerely,
Mitch


